
SunnyCon Non-competitive Masquerade Rules
Want to show o your Cosplay but don’t want the pressure of entering a contest? If so then the SunnyCon Non-Com-
petitive Masquerade is for you! This is not a contest but a chance to show o your Cosplay on stage on the final day 

SunnyCon Anime Expo.

1. Entries may be made online or may be entered by signing up at the Cosplay Zone (Sign up closes 1 HOUR before the 
contest on the day, online sign ups close 1 WEEK before the expo).

2. This contest is for all ages.2. This contest is for all ages.
  
3. Anyone under the age of 18 must hand in a Parental Consent form (This will be e-mailed upon request).

4. Costumes must be family friendly. Please bear in mind that SunnyCon will have  attendees of all ages and any
 cosplay deemed too age inappropriate may require modification or it will be refused entry. All costumes  need to be  cosplay deemed too age inappropriate may require modification or it will be refused entry. All costumes  need to be 
tasteful and the barest minimum of coverage that will be allowed at the event will be that of a bikini. This means body 
paint, latex pasties, etc. are not considered adequate body coverage without additional clothing being worn over it. 
Thongs are not allowed unless covered by shorts, skirts, capes, etc.
  
5. Costumes must be family friendly. Please bear in mind that SunnyCon Anime Expo will have attendees of all ages 5. Costumes must be family friendly. Please bear in mind that SunnyCon Anime Expo will have attendees of all ages 
and any cosplay deemed too age inappropriate may require modification or it will be refused entry. All costumes 
need to be tasteful and the barest minimum of coverage that will be allowed at the event will be that of a bikini i.e. 
private parts must be fully covered at all times (SunnyCon sta have discretion in what is or is not acceptable, it is 
unfortunate that this has to be stated). This means body paint, latex pasties, etc. are not considered adequate body 
coverage without additional clothing being worn over it. Thongs are not allowed unless covered by shorts, skirts, 
capes, etc.
  
6. Any props must be under 2 meters in length and must not contain any sharp, cutting or pointed edges that could 
cause physical harm (commonly referred to as LARP safe). Any prop guns must have an  orange cap or otherwise be 
obvious that it is non-functional. Any toy guns (such as nerf guns) must be kept unloaded, failure to  follow the 
weapon rules may result in prop confiscation or you may be asked to leave the convention. Please exercise common 
sense when traveling to and from the convention with any prop weapons.

If you are unsure as to what qualifies as family friendly please email the Cosplay Co-ordinator If you are unsure as to what qualifies as family friendly please email the Cosplay Co-ordinator 
cosplay@sunnyconanimeexpo.com

Abusive or intimidating behaviour to out sta will not be tolerated and may result in disqualification. It is your re-
sponsibility to be at the contest at the correct time (30 minutes before the start of the contest) and to follow sta in-
structions, failure to do so may result in delays to the contest and you may be disqualified. Only contestants, 
guardians and assistants (if required) will be permitted back stage, please see a member of the cosplay team for 

details.

This contest is NON - COMPETITIVE and as such only has one prize, a mixed bag of various merchandise from our This contest is NON - COMPETITIVE and as such only has one prize, a mixed bag of various merchandise from our 
traders hall.

PLEASE NOTE THAT THIS CONTEST DOES NOT QUALIFY FOR THE SUNNYCON COSPLAY MASTERS/ RISING STAR PRIZES.

Copyright and Disclaimer SunnyCon Anime Expo™ and their partners will reserve the right to use any footage or 
images taken from participation in the SunnyCon Anime Expo™ Masters/ Rising Star/ Non-Competitive Cosplay con-

tests. By entering you agree to these terms.
SunnyCon Anime Expo™ reserves the right to make amendments and changes to these rules and the contest at any 

time and all entrants will be informed if changes are made.


